
Public Notice Calling For The Repentance Of Douglas W. Phillips 
 
List Of Charges: 
 
1. In 2004, Doug Phillips produced and sold the deceptive documentary, “Raising the 
Allosaur.” In the video, Mr. Phillips claims that a group of home school families was 
responsible for “the biggest dinosaur discovery of the year.” So much public controversy 
arose from the “documentary” that Mr. Phillips pulled it from the market without 
explanation, in spite of the fact that the video produced significant revenues for Vision 
Forum, Inc. Mr. Phillips has never repented or even offered a public explanation for the 
numerous misleading statements and misrepresentations in the video. 1 
 
2. As a self-appointed, unordained, sole elder of Boerne Christian Assembly, Mr. Phillips 
pronounced an “excommunication” on a member family of his church in 2005. 2  The 
“excommunication” was vindictive and appears to have been motivated over a difference 
in political views. 3  The “trial” was conducted without any due process in what can only 
be described as a Kangaroo Court. The accused were tried in absentia. No witnesses were 
called. No defense was afforded the accused. No specific, detailed list of charges was 
made. No evidence was provided. Any actual valid excommunicable sins had already 
been repented from, including a pre-conversion sin that had been repented of fifteen years 
prior. 4 A prominent Pastor has since described the excommunication as “the Salem 
Witch Trials.” The family has attempted ever since to be reconciled with Mr. Phillips, but 
he has refused all offers to meet with them, thus confirming his vindictiveness.  
 
3. After being “excommunicated,” the entire family was shunned, including the family’s 
children. The children were never charged with any sins. Yet they, too, were punished. 
One of the daughters had received an award as a runner-up in a Vision Forum writing 
contest, but Mr. Phillips ordered her name be removed from the Vision Forum web site.  
 
4. Doug Phillips is known as a leader in what is known as the “Patriarchy” movement. 
However, his conduct as a pastor makes it apparent that he is more of a misogynist than a 
Patriarch. “Let the women keep silent” (1 Cor. 13:34) is taken to such an extreme at BCA 
that women cannot make prayer requests or even introduce their guests. Women aren’t 
even permitted to get the elements of the Lord’s Supper for themselves. If their husbands 
aren’t present, they must be served by another man, or one of her sons, even if that son is 
too young to take the Lord’s supper himself. Mr. Phillips’ treatment of women is 
degrading and demeaning, and he does not treat them as fellow heirs of Christ Jesus. 5 
 
Many of Mr. Phillips’ other views and practices are far more than just controversial, they 
are extremist and unbecoming of a pastor and a well-known Christian spokesman who 
many look to for godly leadership. 6  This notice calls Mr. Phillips to public repentance 
and to make restitution to the numerous Christians that he has harmed and offended.  
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